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l. Two frames of reference ^9 and ^9' have a common origin O qpg ,9/ rotates with an

angular velocity r,; relative to S. If a moving particle P has iJs position vector as r
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An objectd thrown downward with an initial speed o6. Prove that after time t the

object is deflected east of the vertical by the distance

trlus sin At2 + lu,,g sin ,\i3,
D

where .\ is the earth's co - latitude.

2. (a) With the usual notations, obtain the equations of motion for a system of l/
particles in the foilowing forms:

N:I4,,
i:1

N

I16 n Fa,
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reiative to O at time f, show that :

dr 0r(a) -:;;+a.,Ar,anddt ot
&r 02r - 0r 0a(b) dtr: # r2w AA* fr Ar *a.,A (uA.1).
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where tO, : H- and. hr ; Li. A rnngt.
t:1

(State clearly the resuits that you may use)

(b) The cetrter of a uniform circular disc of radius ft and mass M is rigidly mounted

on at one end C of a thin light shaft CD of length L. The shaft is normal to

the disc at the center. The disc rolls on a rough horizontai piane, the other

end. D of the shaft being fixed in this plane by a smoo$h universal joint. If the

center of the disc rotates without slipping about the vertical through D with

constant angular velocity CI, find the angular velocity, the kinetic energy anil

the angular momentum of the disc about D.

g. (a) With the usual notations, obtain Euler's equations of motions for a rigid body

having a point fi"xed, in the following form:

Io*h, * (Ir, - Io")arw,: N",

Ioyba - (Io, - Ior)w"wr: Ny,

Io"hr-(Io*-Ior)w*ao-Nz. . -. '

(b) Imagine that a rigid body is rotating about a fixed point with angular velocity

c,.'. Further, assume that the coordinate axis coincide with the prirtpipal axis.

Show that, if 7 is a kinetic energy and N is an external torque acting on the

body, then l
,1,
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Obtain the Lagrange's equations of motion using D'Alembert's principie for a con-

servative holonomic dynamical system,

Use the Lagrangian method and obtain the equations of motion for a spherical

pendulum of length r.

*(a) Define Hamiltonian function in terms of Lagrangian function .

Show that, with the usuai notations, that the Hamiltonian equations are given

by

, 
'AH AH ,AH ALqi: ypt,Pi: - Aq, 

ano 
A,

(b) Write down the Hamiltonian and then find the equation of motion when the

particle of mass rn is moving on a cartesian coordinate system'

dr 
^,

d,t
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6. (a) Define what is it meant by the poisson bracket.

With the usual notations, show that, for any function F(pi,qi,t),

.nFF:lF,Hl++.,
ot

where .I{ is a Hamiltonian.

(b) With the usual notations, prove that:

' a," r:laf ,1 *fr9l1t' *Ll,s): l1t,nl 
* 

Lr,arl '

ii. lf ,pnl: Y.
oqn'

(c) Show that, if / and g are constants of motion then their poisson bracket [/, gl

is aiso a constant of motion.
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